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14. Abstract/Notes
The latitudinal distributions'of 4H, AX, AY, AZ were
studied for quiet and disturbed periods. For quiet periods, the average
patterns showed some variations common to Dusk and Dawn, thus indicating
probable ground anomaly. However, there were significant differences too
between Dusk and Dawn, indicating considerable diurnal variation effects.
Particularly in AY, these effects were large and were symmetric about the
dip equator. For disturbed &zy passes, the quiet da; ,.i pa tterns were
considered as base levels and the latter were subtracted from the for ►rar.
The resulting residual latitudinal patterns were, on the average,
symmetric about the geographical equator. However, individual passes
showed considerable north-south asymmetries, prooabZy indicating
meanderings of the central plane of the magnetospheric ring current.
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Abstract
The latitudinal. distributions of oH, AX, 6Y, AZ were
studied for quiet and disturbed periods. For quiet periods, the average
patterns showed some variations common to Dusk and Dawn, thus
indicating probable ground anomaly. However, there were significant
differences too between Dusk and Dawn, indicating considerable diurnal
variation effects. Particularly in AY, these effects were large and
were symmetric about the dip equator. For disturbed day passes, the
quiet day patterns were considered as base levels and the latter were
subtracted from the former. The resulting residual latitudinal patterns
were, on the average, symmetric about the geographical equator. However,
individual passes showed considerable north-south asymmetries, probably
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1. Introduction
The present investigation deals with the study of the
storm-time variation at MAGSAT altitudes.
2. Techniques
From the data supplied to us on magnetic tape, the X, Y,
Z components of the geomagnetic field were available for several
passes. From these, the H component was obtained as H = (X 2 + Y2)1/2
and was expressed as eH = H (Observed) minus H (model). Similarly,nX,
AY, AZ were obtained. The MAGSAT altitude at which these values are
valid is not always constant and changes in the geocentric radius
range R = 6800 ± 100 km. Hence, these values were normalized to a
constant geocentric distance R o = 6800 km by using an inverse R3




In the NASA Technical Memorandum 82160 entitled "MAGSAT
DATA PROCESSING: A REPORT FOR INVESTIGATORS" by R. Langel, J. Berbert,
T. Jennings and R. Horner (Nov. 1981), the authors have reported values
of AB at satellite for dip equator and D-EQL (Sugiura), relative
equatorial disturbance in horizontal component for ground observatories.
It would be interesting to see how. our parameter AH compares with
these.
Figure i shows a plot of aH o i.e. aH at geographic
equator for Dusk (full lines) and Dawn (crosses) passes separately
for the period Nov. 11-15, 1979. The top curve is for aH o (original).
The second plot is for AH o (corrected) which is obtained by subtracting
from AHo (original) the base-levels of aH o (i.e. average AHo for quiet
periods) as described and given in the previous reports. Thus, AHo
(corrected) for quiet period (e.g. Nov. 11-12) is almost zero, for
Dawn as well as Dusk.
The third plot in Figure 1 is for AB and the fourth
plot is for D-EQL (Sugiura). In general, all the four plots look
similar. Two values of AB (marked as big dots) seem to be erroneous.
Table 1 lists some erroneous values.
Figure 2 (left half) shows a plot of AH o (original)
versus AB for Dusk and Dawn separately (upper and lower half). If some
odd points (big dots) are ignored, excellent correlations are obtained
with zero levels matching. Figure 2 (right half) shows AH o (corrected)
versus AB. Here too, correlations are excellent; but the zero levels
are different. Thus, AB matches almost completely with AH o (original).
This is as expected.
Figure 3 (left half) showC nN (nrininall varcim n_rni
for Dusk passes. Correlation is high (+
noticed. Figure 3 (right half) shows AHD
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Correlation is roughly the same. Thus, for Dusk passes, both &No
(original) and eH0 (corrected) show good parallelism within a scatter
of 3 10 nT.
Figure 4 shows similar plots for the Dawn passes. Here,
correlations are lower (+ 0.76) and the scatter is large. Thus, M0
at the satellite and D-EQL at ground show a very good correlation for
Dusk passes but not so good a correlation for Dawn passes. This is
rather suprising; because, in the previous reports we have shown that
for about a dozen observatories at different longitudes and latitudes
(within ± 300
 of equator), the variations at ground and at satellite
were very well correlated (+ 0.90 or more) for both Dawn and Dusk
passes.-May be that D-EQL as obtained by Sugiura has some uncertainties.
This needs scrutiny.
So far, we concentrated attention on the equatorial
values only. We now study the effects at other latitudes. Amongst the
various passes (about 1200) for the period Nov. 2, 1979 - Jan.18,1980,
there are a few during magnetically disturbed periods. Figure 5 shows
the latitudinal variation of off for the Dusk pass No. 184 which occurred
at an equatorial longitude of about -79 0 i.e. 790W. The original
values are represented by the third plot (Figure 5(a),thin full line)
and show a minimum at about -150 la,.tude. However, before concluding
that the minimum is really at about -150 , it is necessary to check
whether there is any permanent ground magnetic anomaly effect in this
region. For this, the average latitudinal variation of six quiet-day
(Dst within ± 10) Dusk passes which occurred in the longitude belt
150-80°W was evaluated. The top curve (crosses) in Figure 5(b) shows
the average pattern. As can be seen, the minimum at about -15 0 latitude
is an inherent feature for this longitude belt, probably due to ground
anomaly. For a correct estimate of the storm-time effect for pass 184,
the top curve (average) should be substracted from the third curve.
The resulting corrected storm-time effect is shown by the second curve
(Figure 5(c), full thick line) which shows a rather flat latitude
distribution of storm-time AH for this pass.
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To study the latitude distribution of story-time effect
for other passes, it was necessary to establish first the base levels
i.e. average quiet-day latitudinal patterns of aH, aX, AY and aZ. For
this, all passes were first sorted out according to 5 o
 longitude belts
viz, +(0 to 50), +(50 to 100) .... ±( 1750 to 1800) and then, in each
group, the latitudinal patterns of all the quiet-day passes (Dst within
+10) were averaged. Figure 6(a), (b), (c), (d) show the average quiet
day patterns for aH for Dusk (left half) and Daum (Right half) for
suce3sive 50
 longitude belts. In general, patterns for Dusk and Dawn
are roughly similar, indicating that there are some inherent ground
anomaly effects common to both. If so, an average of the two should
be a better estimate of such anomalies. Figure 7(a), (b), (c), (d)
(left half) show a plot of aH (Dusk + Dawn)/2. A considerable anomaly
is noticed in several longitude belts, notably the Bangui anomaly
(Figure 7c) at about 60N in the 10-200E longitudes.
In a similar way, the factor aH (Dusk-Dawn)/2 would
eliminate such a ground anomaly and one would obtain a measure of
the difference in diurnal variation effects at Dusk and Dawn. The
right half of Figure 7 shows &H.(Dusk-Dawn)/2 (full lines). Changes
of the order of a few nT are noticed, though the patterns are different
in different longitude belts. To check whether the minima have any
relationship with the dip equator rather than geographical equator,
vertical arrows indicate the position of the dip equator. In general,
it seems that the minima do coincide with the dip equator. The crosses
and dashed lines represent the X component. The H and X components show
almost identical variations.
Figure 8(a), (b), (c), (d) show aY (Dusk) on the left
half and eY (Dawn) on the right half. In general, aY (Dusk) shows much
larger variations than AY (Dawn). In a recent paper, Maeda et al.
(1982) have showed this effect from the Magsat data and have commented
that the D variation (i.e. Y variation) appears everyday on the low-
-latitude dusk side and is antisymmetric about the dip equator. In
Figure 8, the vertical arrows show the position of the dip equator in
- 5 -
1	 the various longitude belts. It does seem that the Y component has a
strong transition from one side of the arrow to the other. However,
some AY (Dawn) plots do show some variations, indicating that some
ground anomaly effect may be present even in the Y component, for some
longitudes. If so, AY (Dusk + Dawn)/2 would be a rough estimate of the
same,whereas AY (Dusk-Dawn)/2 would be a pure estimate of the diurnal
variation effect.
Figure 9 shows oZ . (Dusk) and AZ (Dawn), only for the
longitude region -90° to 00 , in which the dip equator has large
latitudinal excursions, from 13 0S to 10°N. Here again, &Z (Dusk) shows
larger fluctuations. However, AZ (Dawn) shows large trends.
. Figure 10 shows AY (Dusk-Dawn)/2 in the left half and
AZ (Dusk-pawn)/2 in the right half, for the longitude belt -90 0
 to 00 .
The arrows indicate the position of the dip equator. For AY, a clear
transition from one side of the arrow to the other is seen. For AZ,
such an effect is not clear.
Figure 11 shows the average curves for all longitudes.
The upper half is for geographical latitudes -300
 to +30°. In the
first column, the H variations (full lines) are almost the same as
the X variations (crosses) and both have small magnitudes. In the
second column for AY also, the variations are small. In all columns,
the top curve is for Dusk, the second curve for Dawn, the third for
(Dusk + Dawn)/2 and the fourth for (Dusk - Dawn)/2. In the last
column, the Z variations are also small'except for some trends. Thus
the geographical latitude distributions of the variations of H, X, Y,
Z are all small.
The lower half of Figure 11 represents average
distributions for dip latitudes. Here, the most con.;picuous variation
is that of AY (Dusk). In contrast, AY (Dawn) is negligibly small and
hence both AY (Dusk + Dawn)/2 and AY (Dusk - Dawn)/2 are similar to
-A
-6-
AY (Dusk) but roughly half in magnitude. Thus, amongst all these
parameters, only eY ( Dusk) has a significant dip-latitude dependence.
Maeda et al. (1982) have interpreted this dependence as
indicative of meridional current systems in the equatorial ionosphere.
However, we are not quite sire about the association of these currents
with the equatorial electrojet, as envisaged in the Untiedt (1967) and
Sugiura and Poros ( 1969) models. Because in that case, the electrojet
itself should be strong. In the present case, the X component shows
very little variations, showing that the main electrojet is not strong
at dusk hours. Thus, strong meridional currents cannot exist at dusk
because of the electrojet which is weak. To us, it seems that the
presence of strong AY in the absence of strong AX indicates the usual
Sq pattern of roughly circular currents, which, near midday, are mostly
east-west but which, at dawn or dusk, are mostly north-south. In the
equatorial region, longitudinal differences could then arise from the
excursions of the Sq current system of one hemisphere into-the other
(Hutton 1967 a,b) and/or due to solstitial Sq currents through the
magnetosphere (Van Sabben, 1970). Since the present ivenstigation is
not directly related to the quiet-time variations, we will not discuss
or explore this matter any furthur but will only use these quiet-time
patterns as base levels for subtracting from the disturbed-day patterns.
The quiet-day pattern values for AH, AX, AZ for Dusk, Dawn, (Dusk +
Dawn)/2 and (Dusk-Dawn)/2 are give;: in Tables 2,3 ... etc., as these
may prove useful for other workers.
As shown in Figure 1, the period Nov. 11-15, 1979 was a
storm period. On Nov. 13, pass 170 was only moderately disturbed
(Dst = -17). However, the sucessive passes 171, 172 etc. were highly
disturbed. In Figure 12, we show the latitude distributions of AH
(full lines) and AX (crosses) for the Dusk passes 170-131 in the left half,
continued for pass 182-188 in the upper right half. The vertical arrows
indicate the position of the dip equator. All passes are corrected for






It seems from Figure 12 that the M or AX variations are
not always symmetric about the geographical or dip equators. In the
early passes, the Northern Hemisphere has larger storm effects. By about
pass 178, the pattern is roughly symmetrical. For later passes, the
Southern Hemisphere has larger storm effects. Thus, the storm-effects
are not only not maximum either at the geographical or the dip equator
but the nature of the north-south asymmetry changes during the course
of the storm. In this case, the earlier part of the storm was stronger
in the Northern Hemisphere. However, in the bottom of the right half
of Figure 12, we show similar plots for the Dusk passes 936 to 939,
which occurred during a disturbed period. Here, the storm-effect is
larger in the Southern Hemisphere even in these initial passes of
this storm of Jan.80. Thus, the conclusion would be that the north-
-south asymmetry could exist in any form at any stage of the storm.
In the middle of the right half of Figure 12, we show a
similar plot for the disturbed day Dawn pass 184. In contrast to the
Dusk pass 184, the Dawn pass shows very erratic latitudinal
distribution, with no semblance of any maximum storm effect near either
the geographic or the dip equator. Instead, one notices maximum storm
effects at about ± 15
0
 geographical 1:titudes. For other Dawn passes
on disturbed days, some other,different, patterns were noticed. Thus,
the storm-time latitude distribution of eH or AX for Dawn passes seems
to be erratic:. We suspect that a considerable part of these erratic
patterns as well as the north-south asymmetries may be related to
latitudinal meandering of the central plane of the magnetospheric ring
current and/or complications due to field-aligned currents, different
in different local time zones.
Figure 13 shows similar plots for the Y component. Here,
symmetry about the geographic or the dip equator seems to be more an
exception than a rule. In general, the Y variation is erratic ,with no
systematic variation from one pass to the next, again probably indicating
an erratic meandering of the central plane of the magnetospheric ring
current during the course of the storm.
P
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Figure 14 shows the latitudinal patterns of AX and aY
averaged for all the storm-time passes 170-188. The upper half has
geographical latitude as abscissa. aX shows a maximum storm effecteffect
(largest negative values) near the geographical equator (at about SOS)
with roughly a cos a dependence on either side. However, AY does not
show any such effect clearly. Instead, one observes a minimum storm
effect (smallest negative values) at about -100
 i.e 100 South
latitude. Thus, on the average, the centrai .plane of the storm-time
ring current is almost coincident with the geographicalp  equatorial
plane, with a probable shift slightly southwards.
The lower half of Figure 14 shows similar average
latitudinal patterns of AX anO AY with dip latitude as abscissa. As
can be seen, no clear latitude dependence is noticed, for either AX
or AY. Thus, the storm-time ring current does not seem to be
influenced by the dip equator.
4. Summary of the significant results
The average latitude dependence of the storm-tine H or X
variation is roughly symmetric about the geographic equator but not
about the dip equator. Also, for individual passes, the pattern is
generally not symmetric, the storm-effects being significantly larger
in one hemisphere as compared to the other. For the Y component,no clear
latitude dependence is noticed.
5. Future plans
The present investigation is now concluded.
-9-
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Fig. 1 - Plot of aHo (i.e. aH at equatorial crossing,original as well
as corrected for base level), aB (total field at dip equator)
and 0-EQ! (Equatorial disturbance index for ground), for
Nov. 11-15, 1979 for Davin (full lines) and Dusk (crosses and
dashes).
Fig. 2 - Upper half,aH0 Dusk (original and corrected) versus aB Dusk
(original). Lower half, M0 Dawn (original and corrected)
versus AS Dawn (original).
Fig. 3 - aHo Dusk (original and corrected) versus D-EQL Dusk (by
Sugiura, for ground stations). Regression lines for direct
and reverse correlations are marked.
Fig. 4 - AH0 Dawn (original and corrected) versus D-EQL Dawn (by
Sugiura, for ground stations). Regression lines for direct
and reverse correlations are marked.
Fig. 5 - Latitudinal variation of aH for
(a) The specific disturbed-day Dusk pass No. 184 at
longitude -790.
(b) Quiet day base level obtained as average for six quiet-
-day passes in the longitude belt 750-800W.
(c) The difference (a) minus (b).
Fig. 6 - Average latitudinal patterns of AH (Dusk) (left half) and
AH (Dawn) (right half) for successive 5 0 longitudebelts
for the longitude ranges (a) longitide -180 0 to -900,
(b) longitude -900 to 00 , (c) longitude 00 to +900 and
(d) longitude +900 to +1803 , + - East, - - West.
11
Fig.	 I - Average latitudinal variations for M (tusk + Dawn) /2 O eft
half) and aH(Dusk-Dawn)/2 (right half, full lines) for
sucessive 50 longitude intervals for the longitude ranges
(a) longitude -180° to -900 (b) longitude -960 to 00 ,
(c) longitude	 & to +900 and (d) longitude +900 to +180°.
_ In the right half, crosses and dashes represent the X
` component and vertical arrows indicate the position of the
dip equator.
Fig.	 8 - Average latitudinal variations for AY (Dusk) (left half)
and AY (Dawn)(right half) for successive 50 longitude belts for
the longitudes ranges	 (a) longitude -1800 to -90°,
(b) longitude -900
 to 0°, (c) longitude 00 to +90° and
(d) longitude +900
 to +1800 . Vertical arrows indicate
• the position of the dip equator.
Fig.	 9 - Average latitudinal variations for nZ.(Dusk) (left half)
and AZ (Dawn) (right half) for 5° longitude belts in the
` longitude range -900 to 00 ,in which the position of the
l
i
dip equator (vertical arrows) changes rapidly. !
Fig.	 10 - Average latitudinal variations for AY (Dusk-Daum)/2 (left
{ half) and AZ (Dusk-Dawn)/2 (right half) for 50 longitude
belts in the longitude range -900 to 00 . Vertical arrows
indicate the position of the dip equator.
Fig. 11 - Average latitudinal variations for eH and AX (first column,
full lines and crosses), AY (second column) and oZ (third
column) for Dusk, Dawn, (Dusk + Dawn)/2,(Dusk-Dawn)/2. The
upper half has abscissa as'geographical latitude while the





Fig. 12 - Latitudinal variation of M (full lines) and eX (crosses
and dashes) corrected for base levels, for the Dusk passes
170-188 during the store of Nov. 11-15, 1979, as also for
the Dawn pass 184 and for she Dusk passes 936-939 in Jan.
1980. The pass number, longitude and Dst are indicated for
each pass. Vertical arrows indicate the position of the
dip equator.
Fig. 13 - Same as Fig. 12, but for AY.
Fig. 14 - Average latitudinal distribution of AX and AY for the
storm-time Dusk passes 170-188 on Nov. 13-14, 1979.
Upper half - For geographical latitudes.
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Fig. 1 - Plot of AHo (i.e. nH et equatorial crossing, original as
well as corrected for base level), AB (total field at dip
equator) and D-EQL ( Equatorial disturbance index for ground),
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Fig. 2 - Upper half, AHo Dusk (original and corrected) versus aB
Dusk ( original). lower half, AHo Dawn ( original and
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Fig. 5 - Latitudinal variation of AH for
(a) The specific disturbed-day Dusk pass No. 184 at
longitude -790.
(b) Quiet day base level obtained as ave orage for six quiet-
-day passes in the longitude belt 75 -80°W.
(c) The difference (a minus (b).
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Fig.	 6(a)	 - Average latitudinal patterns of nH (Dusk) (left half)
and AH (Dawn) (right half) forsuccessive 5 0 longitude
belts for the longitude ranges, longitude -1800 to -900.
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Fig.	 6(b) - Average latitudinal patterns of aH (Dusk)	 (left half)
and aH (Dawn) (right half) for successive 50 longitude
belts for the longitude ranges, longitude -90 -to 0 .
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Fig. 6(c) - Average latitudinal patterns of eH (Dusk) (left half)
and aH (Dawn) (right half) for successive 5 0 longitude
belts for the longitude ranges, longitude 0 0 to +90
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s	 Fig. 6(d) - Average latitudinal patterns of eH (Dusk) left half)
and off (Dawn) (right half) for successive 5 longitude 0
1	
belts for the longitude ranges, longitude +90 to +180 .













Fig.7(a) - Average latitudinal variations for eH (Dusk+Dawn)/2 (left
half) and OH (Dusk-Dawn)/2 (right half, full lines) for
successive 5° aongitudg intervals for the longitude ranges,
longitude -180 to -90 . In the right half, crosses and
dashes represent the X component and vertical arrows
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Fig, 7(b) - Averague latitudinal variations for eN (Dusk+Dawn)j2 (left
half) and AH (Dusk-Dawn)j2 (right half,full lines) for
successive 5° longiVde intervals for the longitude ranges,
longitude -90° to 0 . In the right half, crosses and dashes
represent the X component and vertical arrows indicate the
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Fig. 7(c) - Average latitudinal variations for eH (Dusk+Dawn)/2(left
half) and eH(Dusk-Dawn)/2 (right half, full lines) for
successive go longiVde intervals for the longitude ranges,
longitude 0 to +90 . In the right half, crosses and dashes
represent the X component and vertical arrows indicate the
position of the dip equator.
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Fig. 7(d) - Average latitudinal variations for eH(Dusk+Dawn)12 (left
half) and oHbDusk-Dawn)J2 (right half, full lines) for
successive 5 longitude intervals for the longitude ranges,
longitude +90° to +180 0 . In the right half, crosses and
dashes represent the X component and vertical arrows
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Fig. 8(a) - Average latitudinal variations for AY(Dusk) (left half)
and AH (Dawn) (right half) for 0successive 5	 18 ngitudeobelts for the longitude ranges, longitude -180
	 to -90
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Fig. 8(b) - Average latitudinal variations for AY(Dusk) (left half)
and AY (Dawn) (right half) for successive 5° lgngituge
belts for the longitudes ranges, longitude -90 to 0 .
Vertical arrows indicate the position of the dip equator. {
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Fig. 8(c) - Average latitudinal variations for AY (Dusk (left half)
and aY (Dawn) (right half) for successive 5 olongituge
belts for the longitudes ranges, longitude 0 to +90 .
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Fig. 8(d) - Average latitudinal variations for AY (Dusk (left half)
and AY (Dawn) (right half) for successive 5 loggitude Ubelts for the longitudes ranges, longitude +90 to +180 .
Vertical arrows indicate the position of the dap equator.
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Fig. 9 - Average latitudinal variatiogs for AZ (Dusk) (left half) and
aZ (Dawn) (righS half) for 5 longitude belts in the longitude
range -90° to 0 , in which the position of the dip equator
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Fig. 10 - Average latitudinal variations for AY (Dusk-D8wn)/2 (left
half) and nZ (Dusk-Dawn)/2 (righ^ halfa for 5 longitude
belts in the longitude range -90 to 0 . , Vertical arrows
indicate the position of the dip equator.
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Fig. 11 - Average latitudinal variations for nH and AX (first column,
full lines and crosses), AY (second column) and AZ (third
column) for Dusk, Dawn, (Dusk+Dawn)/2, (Dusk-Dawn)/2. The
upper half has abscissa as geographical latitude while the
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Fig. 12 - Latitudinal variation of eH (full lines)and AX (crosses and
dashes) corrected for base levels,for the Dusk passes 170-
188 during the storm of Nov. 11-15, 1979, as also for the
Dawn pass 184 and for the Dusk passes 936-939 in Jan. 1980.
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	 The pass number, longitude and Dst are indicated for each
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Fig. 14 - Average latitudinal distribution of AX and aY for the
storm-time Dusk passes 170-188 on Nov. 13-14, 1979.
Upper half - For geographical latitudes.
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Table 2: off (Dusk), units nT.
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Table 3: eH (Dawn), units nT.
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OF POOR QUALITY
Table 5: M (Dusk- Dawn)/2, units nT.
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OF POOR QUALITY	 - 41 =
Table 6: AX (Dusk), units nT.
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Iw t0 ry • fr	 - )a	 •).	 • 7 •	 -II	 -17	 • 11	 •p	 • t0	 •)a	 •a 1	 -•7	 ••J	 •a1	 NO	 • IO	 • 1 n • 1 1 - N	 -)•	 -1•
rt
10
ee -	 •1	 • 21	 y0	 - »	 -a!	 • N	• 1 	 -II	 -J?	 • 7•	 •H	 .lJ	 •It	 ./0	 •j 0	• ttt•	 	 7 • 11 • 2-	 • 71	 •)a
•w M •\ •u•)a	 •)^	 •77	 . y 	 .1•	 -)1	 -!•.)•	 .1)	 .ri	 .la	 .It	 -)1	 .7e	 • ta	 -tf • )2 NJ	 • N	 -)•
a• TO .+0 -7,	 -rS	 -rt	 •7•	 • 7r	 • ft	 - 7 .	 •7t	 •)•	 •ja	 .7•	 -77	 •1i	 • 11	 • )0	 • 1M1	 -)F •j0 -)Y	 • )1	 -)'
•• 10 N •7a	 .f1	 -11	 -)0	 -/1	 •t l	•7 •	 -?•	 - Ja	 . JI	 -N	 • J •	 •!!	 -la	 • 1)	 •!T	 q ♦ - j! - 1 •	 -u	 •!a
•• fA too •fa	 •>s	 • 21	 -)7	 -) ► 	 - 1 S	 • tt	 • 11	 -1t	 -:3	 •!+	 -IS	 -f•	 -Jr	 .16	 • la	 • 17 • )t - ja	 -•7	 •1t
i.w TD 13S -H	 . 21	 -tl	 • 2 ► 	 •1 1	•1)	 -1)	 • 7 •	 • r!	 • ta	 • ) r	 • 7 •	 • 71	 • ll	 -7f	 •1{	 • ,F •111 •2M	 •),	 -tl
lot f0 11, .1,	 .,1	 • 77	 .11	 .1t	 -.1	 •ta	 •1•	 .r-	 .77	 .1,	 .11	 .1.	 -la	 • 1f	 • Ja	 • 11 • 1 • - j t	 •!`
11- 10 11\ .17	 .rS	 • ti	 • ]0	 • f•	 .fa	 . p	 .)•	 y7	 .Ir	 •7•	 .1•	 .fa • Ia 	 • )t • IS • Ji	 >'	 •t1
11 • TO 12n •rt	 -fa	 • 1a	 -71	 - r t	 •,,	 -14 	.)•	 .71	 •1 1 	• 11	 - 1 p	 •,!	 -11	 . 1 1	 -/•	 - at • )r .)2	 -10	 •N
tin TD Irs -f1	 .>f	 • 1•	 .)t	 • r7	 - f )	 -iw	 • !a	 -11	 •/1	 -i ► 	 -!+	 •1!	 • J0	 -)7	 .aa	 ••• • 1+ -J•	 .)1	 -II
Ita in I)e' •7f	 .
11
	 •27	 .N	 • f0	 •+)	 •>•	 • Jt	 • 11	 •)•	 .•1	 -{•	 .1•	 • ja	 .)7	 .If	 • 1• • 1 ► .Ir	 -Il	 -7i
1)w t0 t11 •f)	 • ,	 • 2•	 .11	 -1a	 • 1•	 • 71	 • r •	 • 7•	 •17	 •ta	 .1t	 .1+	 • /7	 -!f	 •)f	 • 12 •7• •7tl	 •?r	 •7•
1\, f0 1.0
,
•fl	 •,a	 .)r	 .y	 .7r	 -71
	
-7.	 .J,	 -7•	 .)w	 .)•	 .7•	 .•i	 .•1	 .1a	 •!•	 •1 • • N ' • lx	 - J1	 •7•
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r
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-,•	 •,t	 •	 11	 .tn	 .>.	 • 7•	 • J•	 •	 -ta	 .	 •1	 -y 	-	 -7	 • 1S1•	 •/•	 1•	 i	 N •N .N	 It•	 ' N•
IS" fn i7\ •77	 •>•	 • 2•	 • N	•71	 •,•	 • 17	 -JA	 -11	 • 61	 • •1	 • •n	 .1!	 • If	 • 4	 •) ► 	 • 1r • 7! -jJ	 •)1	 •lr
Is. 10 i•n IF	 •fr	 •h	 •7S	 •7 7	 -1n	 • )7	 •If	 • •t	 ••1	 -1a	 •l r	. a	 •Ia	 •1•	 •)•	 • t) • t+ • t>	 -]7	 - »
liw t0 la1 -)•	 • 7•	 -74	 .10	 • 1n	 • 11	 • 14	 • aw	 -4)	 .0	 -at	 ••e	 ..1	 • 1 •	 . l•	 •• 1 	. .r • 11 • 7•	 • Jt	 •'^
Iw• TO I ►e •7r	 .)7	 '!S	 .t•	 •),	 • +1	 • 7r	 .7a	 • 1a	 .H	 .H•	 -17	 .1•	 • 1?	 .11	 • J7	 • 17 .)) • 1Y	 •74
IIw IO its
-r0	 • ft	 • t/	 -7 •	 -7a	 •f•	 .)0	 • j•	 • 1!^	 •N	 •)f	 -1+	 -13	 •,)2	 • 71	 • 71	 •ti • t) `1•	 •1>	 '7>
Ira To too '7J	 • 14	 -ta	 .2t	 -f1	 -le	 • )a	 • 7 0	 •fa	 Ha	 • a1	 -a •	 . p	 •I•	 •)•	 • j ► 	 • ia • I! •1M	 •2 t	 •la
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Table 7: AX (Dawn), units nT.
L" 114 1.0% re0. .tc :, : Ira 1r •1y •t;,rla
•)J • 7 ► 't• dl `u • N .11,.09 • r.• •v,	 0, .01 .;. .N .11 .19 • 10 .21 .t• •tt .11
•1.. ..0 .2p .7l -tl •'7 •1a •7a	 7Ito .t ► .tf .1. •)• . ter . p .Lf •}•
• 1 • . q • 1 • • t • • tw •,• -tl •TI •11-i. •fa •1f .11 •1• .t1 •1. • I a •IS `L• .1• •}.
•fl •))• -1+ .1 ► •1. ..• •77 •r7 .1. -14 .1a . t . .;J • 1 • -1I •it •L} • 1 • • i • -tee -t/
.,. qt  ..1 .;7 .,1 ..1 
.21 .2A .17 • I a • 12 .11 .t7 -fa .i) -l7 •1, -14 y • .t• ..•
q • •,. • t♦ •7+ .1t ' •1 ••• -rl •tS ` 1 ► •!• -II -f. • tea •U •1 • `7f •tl • le -T• •tl
•7t •,/ •2• .2t ..2 . y .^w .1r .1? -• .1n .tl -I1 .14 • 1• • f • .iw .Lf .L• .ir
bt •71 Vf •7) '1, ••} -71 -14 • 16 .1r -If .13. -IS •It -1a .l4 • 1 • .} ► •L• . / s •tA
• I • •T0 •21 •tl -7) •'• •)) -?1 -i w •t• • la .14 •il •}• -1 e . U `t •	 It • 1• • I ? •t•
• fv •)^ 	 •)1 .2w .La .ia • 1e .tI .tt • I! .1• -11 • It .t• .ie .IJ -1•
-1• •IV -71 -21 ••) -'. `f1 -:) •N •:• it •11 •/] • 1• .L• •1 • •1. • ri • l• •}• •1 ►
•t,, • 11 -:r .i• •rr 
-'r • t• •r1 -t• •1t - n .}• - 1 r • v .t9 .0 •71 . tee -11 •I ► -I!
•11 •ti •rf •t7 •') - • 1 •)) • 1• '1. • It . tea .14 .IS H S - fa •14 •}• .1• -1•
It
	 •1•
N1 •71 -lt .7) - 1a - 7e 'r7 H1 `tea ':• - f. .1• .L. .1. .1w .Ir •it .L♦ . LJ `L• .t•
'ft . 71 `21 .rl. -14 .-/ •77 -7t `i• .1• .1. . I t .1e -IV •Ia .11 'U • 1f • N • l t •11
•71 -a• • ze .2S -F• -	 H. • tea
	
 • 7a •Ja -i4 .27 .2: • I	 •1e - tea • 1 • •,• •)• .Il •iJ
•f• •7) •r♦ .2! -f. -+ ► .) ► •7, •)`. -2a •7e -fl .19 •1e .tS .tw -i• .ti •LI .1t -if
.11 • fz •r4 .21 •,r ..^ •}• '70 •F! •1a .7J -li • 1a • t4 -1 • • t • -tt • ty • 1• •1•
•17 -21 V0 .22 .,} . y .,S '?a •)• ti a -tea .21 .21 •!n •1 ► .JO . 1 . .1• .L1 . / r •1e
• 11 •rte -xo -70 -t7 -•) •+. •:• • • r .r• •x • •ri -N •t. .2e •tea •1• •t• -ty •to •n
•1• • tl •27 •7l -F) -•) • t) -t. -;e •:, .2• •i! -U •71 -1 • 'IS '1f • te e '1 • 't1
-11 -» -t) .tt -rr - •r -a -r+ -7) -±) -r • -rs -rt •r. . l e •t! • u • 1- •11 •11 •tee
-is • IQ 'tee •ter ..t ..• • tea -te a •le • fA •U .2" -11 •tea -t0 to •IJ -IS y J 'f) •t!
•7• •t! •t. •2+ -)S ^) q4 •N •77 •22 'H `7f -7J -7t •t• -14 • i • • N • 1 0 • f e '1•
• 2• .f1 -t1 .N .rJ •,! - N 'tl •7J •71 -1• .1• • tl •N •tee •I♦ • 1• 'If .2e	 1e •10
•7S -x2 •20 •z0 •fl ••• -t • •a7 •19 •i) •i• • tea • 14 -19 •t• -t! • If . t • • 1 r • te H 0
•fe -r4 •75 •2 1 •17 - ,1 •s• •74 •:1	 •1+ • 1 0	 •••• • te e •)/ -t• .V • 1 i • 1 • •tee
y l •1 t .14 . L a .t } _.) .^. •1, ..7 •ii .t.	 ..	 .4	 . t	.9 .ten •11	 .t	 .)	 .e	 .•
.2. .r1 -tl --1• 	 .1. •14 .1	 • tee •t1 •14 	. 	 -1 y '1•
•t• •fS •t) 10 -1• ' +0 -ten -t, •ie • tS -tee . I a • ter • IA •L• •tee `it • 70 • t r • 1• '!•
-» ve •r. •t • -n - ,w •t• •t• -ro • 19 •t• . t• .le -t• •re •tl •at • rte -tee •1• •tee
q• -1r -21 • l e -11 - • S •fa • t f +71 `f• -ter •1S •1! • tl It •Ir •IF • 14 • l a • 12 •:2
s• -re -7a .27 .)w ..• .2, •21 .)1 .;t •.'t . 2 _ .1: .to .}• • Ir • fe .}• .Li .t) •:1
•t1 •74 •:} .71 • 1• . )t . 2 , .}, •7t .1e .r) •7• .2? • :1 r •2T -tt .., .ter
-11 -r 1 -u -;1 -70 -•! •71 •21 -7• -tt -14. .2• -u -29 • re - 2 1 -t• -1f -26 -2s -z:
-st -n -t. •Jt -1f • +o -xt • t7 -:1 -z4 •r1	 •tt •
1
1 -ft •re •tee •tee .21 -2z •r2
•if	 11 •2t •JI • 71 -+i -r7 -a1 -as -74 _a4 .is .r) •t1 -1+ -1• • 1. • f0 •11 • 1• •1•
•7) ••f1 •t1 •25 •,} •,• • 2a •74 -7• 'tee •2a J! • r• •22 •71 -it '72 •2a •2e • 70 •tell
•7r •1t •tt . ter • 10 -+t '7a •7S tla '2• -)n • -7 n • 7 r •t) -73 •r• • f) •t2 •t0 • 1 • •f0
-11 -7S •ter -N - 1 1 •.. • 1• -tea 'N • 2a -1, .)• • 7f •t7 -rte •14 • 7• -fa • 2 -t1 •70
-a1 Nr 't, .22 •fn wa ya ' r• -) S •tl NI •)? •) J N2 - 1e • ten •H •al -72 -20 `7t
•Ir -1 ► •11 • tee -tA -,^ • 1 • -L• • tea -1 • -n -7r •z ► -Ir •1• •Ir -19 •10 -I V • 1 9 •r2
•1e .,a •21 •tA -1e •• a -77 •20 ^1. 
•1) -t• .t, .7! -1' .10 -21 -17 .11 •tee .2t •• ,4 -7S .21 • )t -1• .	 it• at	 1r -2•
•Io •7x •r7 • t4 •,• • -A yr •7• •f] -tS •r. .}, • 2e •te •71 •tea 'tt •22 -2 4 •11 •7•
-71 • 1 • • tx -t! -7r .,f .7• -J1 •7J •J• •7, • 1• •N • tl •tt •r1 • 19 • 10 •21 •tl •z•
•fr `70 -ter •» • f• • )1 •>. •t. -r7 .t! •t, .:a •re •21 . 74 •» •rte -rr -2t -t f •»
•t7 •N •t4 . te e -1• -^• •7t •a7 •70 -to-tt -t• -tee •ta .71 •20 •19 `t• `tv • tl •»
.,a .re • fo -)t -)) .,• . f r -» •7s -t. .r• .Ir ..1 • It •re •re •rs -tell .2• .2) .2•
-fl `71 'zt -te r 'rte • 74 - rte •z7 •t1 •it • 1• -2• '20 • ter •IS •J1 •» '21 -22 • 21 •25






•17 •21 •21 •21 •t1
2 ••to • 71 `r0 -r1 =1 i -71 •It •T4 • r• -a1 -tee . 1A •	 •71 •f0 •	 •r7 • 2• •:] • ter -
•79 •7• -2) ' •N -1r • ,1 •7) •2t •t! •76 .t. •N -to -1• • 1 • -ft -77 •71 • 26 • 7• 115
' fe • tt ' 11 •]7 • )1 -'• •)• .N y9 -24 .2• .2r .2• •l) -fr •71 V1 - ra •ter 
.2a .2•
•14 • 7e -7a .2: -74 • ,A -to • 7f -ts •r4 •21 • r 1 •21 •t• •10 -N 'If -ir • tl • t • •rte
•)t •7• -:. •N •70 •1 7 • 77 Vi -tl -rte •tee -2A -tc -ter .fe •It rye • 11 •2e .2a •7S
q7 •f9 •H •N -r• .ae •)• •14 •7. • 74 •f• .tf • t• • 2) .f1 •2. •71 •ti •il •2t •t!
• )0 -1) •N .7S -f1 •ft •7t -21 •11' •zC •tl •11 • 19 •24 • r0 -I. •20 • 10 -1 1 • i• •1S
.Ii -t, •Sf .7• _11 - V • )r ya •N .71 ya .2f .2e .2. .2r .J, •79 •t• • 2• • t4 •10
.fs •r• -21 -» -+, _1t .ten •2r • l• .}, .ten .t• •r4 • t• •22 •r• •t1 • 2r •21 • tee .t•
-t1 -1e •r1 -ft -)a .,. •1t •7. •Jt •af •rn •ro - ro • re -tf •t. •» •rte -21 -zc •rte
-)) -H •ter .tl •f. -,• •» •)n •fS • 7• • 7a .fl •rte •11 •17 •11 •74 •71 •21 •ter •r!
.f♦ •,o • 7S • 10 •1r -12 • 74 -11 • t4 -7S • T. -?t •tl •JO •t0 •tw • 2r .f• •7.
-!i • 11 -tea .2f •fA •fl •7t • )p • +t •T9 • 7• .7• -t! •J• •2• -J• • 7• • t• • t> •2f .r•
-ter -1) -r• -r9	 1• • „ rot • 1. -)s •n • 7t •rte -rl •r: wt -rs -7c -:o • tv •t • nt
• )1 •1 1 'Tw .2f - N • ter • 1• -71 •f• • 7a • t, •tl • 19 -t9 •t0 •71 '21 -JI •)• -1 9 '70
-f• •fa • fl -11 - l• •+w •1• . !4 • 1• •1) •)n .79 -7• •1a .2t •tr • 11 `rr • t / •r> .Tr
•)i Nt •2A .2• • f1 •,• • fl •)r • 79 •7. -7a .}7 .)} -.f •11 -1 • •1a •L• .tl . .11 .Lr
•fa .rr 
-21 -7) • 11 • 71 'J• •J/ •13 • 17 • xr .27 •1T • rte •Ii • tt •7t •t! '21 +2J -i]
-/1 • 11 -t! • 1 4 -'r •fa • 7. •fa •f• •7• •tt :Ir • 1• • 14 •19 . •]^ -f1 •1, • i• • t• .t•
H2 .,1 . 2} 
.21 .7: •,7 • 7t .). • t0 -» .r, . 1 • .II .^. .it •IA •22 -19 .i• -IS •t1
•t1 • 1• • 1• •71 • 7t •)o -1) • 14 •7• •Se -t1 • I • • i• • Ir .1♦ • N y• -1 ► .N it •IS
•2a •10 -22 •tl ` 1• - +1 • tea •15 -22 •r? •ft .i• •19 •:a •14 •l3 • ff -t0 • LI .tt •1)










• I to to •Ife
•ITw	 e0	 •1.a
• i• •	 en	 •1+s
•ta,	 f0	 •laa
• IS. ro •lae
• isw m •wa
•las m •1•i
•un Ta• ► »
•/7a to •Ue
-u+ •o •ara
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Table 8: AX (Dusk + Dawn)/2, units nT•
VIttl". Ior% -yo •► a•I T % 1• .11 r► 1•ItI
•10 -ft -t• •12 •t• •, a •It •0• -N •:t	 00 •t) -t• -t• •it .1a •1• •fl •,• •,/ •f0
• 2o •`• •7• .21 •14 •^, •.. • t0 • 10 .11 to • r} •'} 'J• •76 •tr -t• -21 •2l •ti •N
.,. •,• •t) .). •+) ••, •,• -to •)o • Jt •t• •2• -ir -t ► -J• •r •7• -rt •tt -tr •71
-al NT •21 •7) -?7 •'! -fa -a ► •» • '0 --a •?I -)l •t/ 01 •11 • ?T •71 • I• •tl •a:
-or .?. •24 .10 •'• ••. •f• •ra •/t •tt •fl •14 . It •17 .17 •21 •11 •7i .10 .24 -21
.,, .,• .y, .yl .11 .t f •1 1 .f. -rr .•a •ft .f7 •11 -ra .IS 44 ..a •)4 as .#I .f.
-2t •2a -t• •)7 • N •1J -•1 •!• -N •21 •Je •27 -}t -it •7S •26 •,• •21 -It •rt •J0
-fa .14 -24 .76 ••0 -•° • 10 V• •7s -77 •21 •r, •11 N1 •ft •11 , •1 ) •11 . If • 1• •7t
Hf -a! •2• 
.t• •» - N - tn •i• 'If • ^S -J • •71 •tt • tt •11 - t• •7a -24 -21 •il -11
•fl .,. •ta .f! -10 -•. •r• -N qi H0 qt .ft V: -!0 y7 -t• •7• •77 •2t •y •tt
H• -N •20 .74 •ti •1 7 •71 • f1 -)i •7e ya ` ti -f/ -t• ds •l► rya •N •20 -2! •N
- ►a -Ir -7a .f2 .,t .,a -y, .p .,, .f, p• .f7 -7) • f y -» .J. •+) •N •tr •21 •:+
•» -N •20 •7f • 'a -•• 'r• .fa .., .7a .7t .f1 •rt •tt •7) •t7 •ry .1• • 1• • 1• •Ir
-71 ... •t• .) ► -17 .t. •7t .sf -!e •71 -7w .,• •t• •ta .fr •tr •2s •r• •22 -27 -tl
-T. -aa -rr .fa • 70 - 1 1 • tf •)! •)o .» .f• .f• •t• •t• •t• -tt • ,t .)• .y• .yT .tt
q• .)• • !C -/) • ta •-• -la •!.-it .1I •7f • t• -tf • 7S .14 -27 •7t •It •20 -1• •1•
'tt .f• • tM . fa .t)' . 1a • Te • 1• . ts .)) •!n •f ► • rS • !2 -7i • t0 •1 7 • t! -21 -1J .It
yl .7a •t• .f0 -71 -ta -tf .ya .ya .)a .y l .f0 .t• •ft .i• •21 •,- •f• •ft .1• •!•
.,. :PS -t3 •tf .f• -tt •,. -ta -3) . J7 -!+ • 70 -:. • 27 •!0 •tt •.'! • 21 •21 -t: •!f
•fa •,• • 7• .f• • !1 -/T 'I• .yt .ya •7• •16 • )0 •ta .10	 it •t• • Ti •1• •	 •:t	 •?t
•7• . n •1, •)t •!a - 1S -ta -)• -!• .)• •!• • N •14 • fe •t• -t• •1t •tt .fs
tf
 .fa •7!
• fS •1 • •2! • f• -17 - 11 -)f -!, •rs •t0 •)s • )0 •2! •t• •7• •tl • 1 J • t } •N • t• •72
-fa -tt •27 -)0 • )t `tl IF ' 11 • r •20 •ta •7• • tf •2S -tl -ts •N •t2 • fi • t+ •N
-fa •,• '2a -t0 -» • 11 -10 -20 -f• •7a •2t •)a • 'f •IS -a0 - ►• •tC • 71 •N -.21 •70
•	 -•a -7• -}S •» •t0 -	 -fl •,• • 7 • •,. • 2 )7•	 •a •21 • 1• •te •)t -	 •	 '	 •








- )o • 7• •7• .fa .1a .,1 ya .yl	 .:t	 .1• • 1! •N .12 •t l -71 •tl • t0 .t: •t0
.,• .,t •ta .r7 .71 •,y -77 `77 •7! •JI • :r • 1• •1• • 1! •1. -•• ..r •1• .t. •1a
-71 • t0 'rr •fa -f7 -77 -2t •t7 -ft •7 t •t) •t7 •tt • 2t •?) •7• •ff • t7 • N •2: -t•
-f• V1 -t• •H •) 1 ,-•2 `fT N7 -tt -7) -t• •N • t• `21 •!! •ts •r! -tt • t} • 1 • '1•
• )i -» •2/ - fa ••, •17 -7a • t1 •75 • 1• •Ta •N • 21 •t• 4t •tr •r1 -2• 't• • N `Jt
•f• -7• 't1 •22 .2? -02 •11 •., •72 •21 ., C ..! .IJ ./t .,!
-tr •N •tr •f- .1. `1) • ,a .fa .f, . f• , f, . f. .;. .r. . •t .lt • fS •ZS -2a `t• `1•
.» .aa •!w .fS H• y yt -ta -f0 .) 0 .fa .f• • )1 •I7 •)o .Ir •f! .f! -f/ .f. •21
•ts -ta •ta •rS -7. -t. -7, -2. •N -ts •r•' •)c -fr •)s •!) •tt •fS •r• -t• -r• •r2
•70 •fe -tt -1° -19 -1 9 - 10 .1• .fp -fl .fs • f• -,• •r1 ..f• •l l `SC • t) •N • N - N
-ta -ri •iS •t) •t) •Ia • ft to -)1 • 10 •7n -!, • !1 • )1 •Je •ra •!• _,• •N q- •N
.f, .fa NO .f• -7S .10 - » -Tf -I• .1• .y •IS -1. • )f •): - )t • )1 • It •r• •l: •7f
•rS -:a •:. . fa •21 -r. •r. .7, -s+ •1) •), .ys •ft •71 -to •t t -» . f} . f• .y, .f.
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Table 11: 0 (Dawn), units nT.
1td•1t%ra Will:#$ ••o•	 •I• m eet%% IF .I. wft+its
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•at f0 •r• •le	 -•	 '7	 ••	 • l0 •!	 .7 •a	 •1	 •!	 • 1	 •!	 • 1	 •I • t	 i 7 ♦ e @ •
qw t0 eta •a	 •S	 -•	 ••	 •+ •r	 .a •6	 -!	 q	 1	 • 1	 @ !	 I ! 1 1 ! 7
• 7a to - rn .7	 •@	 •S 	 -7	 • 7 'i	 a !	 I	 •	 •	 •	 S	 1 •	 • • ! • •
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e ta f0 • te /	 r	 •	 S,	 ! a	 . a	 •	 7	 .	 •	 t	 r t	 , • S r • •yw f0 •S ♦• 	 •	 1	 S S	 • .	 I	 I	 7	 1	 I	 ! •	 . I 1 t 7 !
•. TO  e w	 •	 •	 w	 e t	 t S	 •	 I	 t	 7	 I	 • S	 r • S > ► t•
w to • o	 -1	 -t	 •1	 -} •t	 -1 -r	 •1	 -t	 w	 o	 t	 1 t	 r t • •- t • o
a Tc f• o	 •	 - 7 	-t	 -r • t 	• t t	 •	 •	 r	 •	 •	 • .	 s t f ! • s
t + To is t	 r	 1	 1	 n 0	 • t n	 1	 7	 a.	 t	 2	 S 6	 f f • ♦ 7 •
t o rn 70 1	 e	 t	 1	 7 •7	 .t ••	 •f	 •S 	 •t	 1	 I	 1 '!	 t S f ! 1 •
•w t0 7a •	 1	 t	 2	 • • i	 -1 •!	 -•	 -1	 -a	 •S	 • t	 ! •	 • • S • • !
to ,o to s	 •	 I	 t	 t •t	 •I -1	 ••	 •f	 •/	 -r	 e	 • -t	 1 t • • • •tw IG N 1	 1	 7	 0	 n 0	 • 1 -t	 1	 e	 w	 1	 1	 1 1	 • 7 ! • . !
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N To •1 •!	 -•	 • f	 -t	 • S -S 	-. •.	 •S	 - 1 	H	 • t	 -i	 '! -:	 '1 -! •7 •1 -! •
•. 7o se H	 • 1	 -}	 •S	 •/ •t	 •t .@	 .!	 N	 ••	 -f	 • 1	 •• •f	 -S. !! -S -^ • 1 •t
Sa tq !S •1	 •1	 .t	 -s	 -. -•	 ••	 . t	 -?	 -}	 • S	 -)	 •/	 •• •!	 `1 •t •1 • t •1 •
•a f0 a0 •S	 ••	 -•	 •S	 -• •6	 -S ••	 •1	 •_I	 ••	 •1	 •}	 q •!	 •} •, •t -t • 2 •1
N TO N .+	 -a	 'a	 •S	 -7 '1	 -t •r	 .I	 • I	 n	 ••	 • I	 • t •t	 • • t • ! I 0
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•w T@ e1 ••	 •a	 - f	 .•	 .@ - ► 	 •• ••	 -•	 -•	 .t	 •>	 • i	 • 1 • I	 • r •• -t •1 • 1 0
•a In .n .•	 -/	 •,	 -♦ 	 -• •e	 .w -r	 •r	 •7	 -a	 .•	 •r	 •• .7	 -a -w ••
a. Ir la •a	 N	 • a	 -!	 •! .a	 H -t	 ..	 .a	 .^	 .1	 ••	 •. •!	 • a -a .r •e .! •)
•. /O Ito -11	 • It	 -In	 .•	 .• ••	 • Ill -Ir	 • 10	 -lo	 • 14	 •,	 •• .•	 • l^ • 17 • t! •1I •r
.t
1•• t0 Ida •N	 '17	 -11	 .11	 • In •• 1 	• It -U	 •U	• If	 •a 	 ••	 •.	 •} ••	 -It • If ' • t• • it% .11 •t
t•. Ir 111 •7	 •a	 y	 .w	 .f • S	 -, ••	 -•	 ••	 .r	 y	 .y .@	 • a M •S •/ •• •/
tl a tr 111 •t0	 •.	 '•	 •@	 -s ••	 •• ••	 .A	 .T	 .T	 .t	 •r	 .f •S	 .a -! -6 • i t •t
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Table 12: AY (Dusk + Dawn)/2, units nT.
IMr.i 1+t\	 1•tlh Ma r•^• •te Of aerl• tt .t.' at :w114
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Table 13: 0 (Dusk -Dawn)/2, units nT.
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I
Table 14: oZ (Dusk), units nT.
'
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Table `1: AZ (Dusk - Dawn)/2, units nT.
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